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Corporate Finance Associates

Our clients
• Public and privately owned
• Domestic and foreign
• Financial and strategic

What we do

• Sell mid-market companies
• Acquire mid-market companies 
• Arrange financing – debt and equity
• Valuations

Who we are

• 8th ranked mid-market M&A firm in Canada (10th in North America)
• Established 1956
• Independent
• Global locations – Asia, Europe, S America
• Head office in Los Angeles
• 50 to 100 transactions annually
• Over 5,000 transactions since 1956



Background

Douglas Nix CPA, CA
Vice Chairman
He has been involved with over 60 M&A transactions in past 15 years and has advised 
many public and private companies in acquisitions and divestitures of domestic and 
international operations. Doug is regarded as one of Canada’s leading experts on mid 
market mergers and acquisitions.

He is a frequent speaker on mergers and acquisitions in the Canadian and international 
market.

He is a member of the Board of Directors of ICFG, CFA’s international partnership and 
previously worked with PWC in Toronto, New York City and internationally.
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Ideal factors for sustained 
M&A period

• High levels of cash on corporate balance sheets
• Lots of available capital
• Low interest rates
• Low organic growth opportunities
• Early in 2014,

– the global obstacles to M&A have disappeared (Euro zone, fiscal 
cliff, hard/ soft landing, etc.)

– Markets started rewarding / encouraging buyers
– Industry leaders are making deals that significantly change the 

industry landscape.
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Barrons…… “Growth has gotten scare. In the Standard & 
Poor's 500 index, annualized non-acquisition organic 
growth was 2.7% in 2Q14.  We are in a slow growth market 
that rewards growth”



Significant large deals 
announced1



Dollar values up significantly, 
number of transactions is flat

Source: Dealogic 9 month 2014 review

34,357
32,119

28,506 28,556
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Cash positions of selected 
industries1

 Ent. Value Cash EBITDA 
Industry $Billion $Billion Range

Building Products 63 $             4.6 $            8-11
Chemicals 590            36.3           7-13
Construction and Engineering 62              9.5             6-7
Distribution 129            3.4             8-11
Electrical Equipment 121            9.4             8-13
Food and Staples Retailing 752            36.5           7-11
Healthcare Providers and Services 635            60.4           8-11
Healthcare Technology 54              3.0             10-25
Human Resource / Employment Services 33              3.7             7-11
Machinery 417            29.8           8-13
Oil and Gas Equipment and Services 326            21.1           6-9
Real Estate 781            13.7           15-24
Research and Consulting Services 56              2.6             6-13
Software and IT Services 1,877         263.7         8-23
Transportation 589            17.9           7-13

6,484 $        515.6 $        

Total

Source CapitalIQ and S&P



Exceptional liquidity 

• Bain …… “$300 trillion is globally available for investment”

• Barrons ….. “non-financial companies in Standard & Poor's 500 
index hold a record $1.4 trillion in cash”

• CapitalIQ ……..”US-based private equity groups have $1 trillion of 
uninvested capital”
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Conclusion…… “The alignment of optimism, capital and 
competitive pressures will soon create a tipping point 
where the number of transactions will increase rapidly”

Douglas Nix 
June 2014
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Why a framework?

• Purpose of the acquisition
• Value in the acquisition
• Value of the acquisition
• Integration of the acquisition

• what is our goal?
• what does it have?
• how much do we pay?
• what do we do with it?

We needed a framework to clearly answer the 4 key M&A questions
Conclusion
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Over the course of several hundred North American transactions 
we saw a constant struggle in many corporate buyers to structure
their thinking about specific acquisition targets.



The 4 part business model

Interlocking Elements

• Customer value 
proposition defines 
value for the 
customer and the 
profit formula 
defines value for the 
company and its 
owners

• The valuable  
processes and 
resources describe 
how that value will be 
delivered to both the 
customer and the 
company 
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Based on the work of Clayton Christenson 



Drilling Down

Key
Processes

• Ways of working together to address recurrent tasks in a consistent way: training, 
development, manufacturing, planning, etc.

Profit 
Formula

• Revenue model, cost structure, margin model & velocity required to cover them

Customer 
Value 

Proposition

• A product / service that helps customers do more effectively, conveniently & 
affordably a job they’ve been trying to, or need to do

Key
Resources

• People, technology, products, facilities, equipment, brands, information, channels, 
partnerships and cash needed to deliver the value proposition to targeted customers
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Applying the framework -
Strategy

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

Strategy Valuation IntegrationAssessment

Framework impact

WHAT ARE WE BUYING AND WHY?
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Integrating to corporate strategy

“One of the most often overlooked, though seemingly 
obvious, elements of an effective M&A program is ensuring 

that every deal supports the corporate strategy”

McKinsey 2008
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Lafley and Martin's 
5 essential questions

• Strategy is 
actually pretty 
simple … but

• Answering 
these questions 
requires deep 
knowledge of 
your business 
and market

An integrated cascade of choice

What is our 
winning 

aspiration?

Where will we 
play?

How will we
win?

What
capabilities
must be in

place?

What 
management 
systems are 

required

The right playing field
•Where we will complete: our geographies, product categories, 
consumer segments, channels, vertical stages of production

The purpose
of the enterprise
•Our guiding 
aspirations

The unique right to win
•Our value proposition
•Our competitive advantage

The support systems
•Systems, structures, and 
measures required to support 
our choices

The set of capabilities 
required to win
•Our reinforcing activities
•Our specific configuration
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2 Basic categories of acquisition 
strategies

EXTEND THE BUSINESS DISRUPT

2



Extend the business2



Indigo Books – extend vs. 
reinvent

•EXTEND EXISITING BUSINESS
•In 2000 / 2001
•Backed by Onyx
•Hostile takeover of Chapters
•Total Valuation $200 million

•REINVENT BUSINESS MODEL
•In 2000 Amazon.com was breaching 
$1 Billion market capitalization

vs
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Dow Chemical - decommoditize
reinvent the roof 

•MIT ranked Dow Chemical as 
one of the top 50 disruptive 
companies in 2013

•REINVENTING THE ROOF 
SHINGLE MARKET

•Commercializing roof 
shingles that incorporate 
photovoltaic materials and 
thus double as cheaply 
installed solar panels. 

Now your world revolves around 
your roof.
The time has come for roofs to provide 
more than shelter. So we challenged 
the very definition of what a roof is,
and found a way to protect your home 
while providing it with energy.
Introducing DOW POWERHOUSE™
Solar Shingles. See why it's the roof, 
reinvented.
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Structural steel – reinvent the 
cutter

8 minutes

Hamilton-based Burlington 
Automation created a 
machine to accurately cut 
structural steel with 94% less 
time than it takes a skilled 
tradesman.

120 minutes

November 15, 2013
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What Is our goal?

•Extend the business (lower cost / command a premium 
price) without changing how it competes

– Economies of scale
– Expand distribution
– Product / service / capability enhancements
– Defend market share
– Utilize capacity

•Transform the business
– Radically change the business
– Disrupt the market
– De-commoditize your product / service offering
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Applying the framework -
assessment

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

Strategy Valuation IntegrationAssessment

Framework impact

WHAT VALUE IS IN THE TARGET?
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What does it have?

Elements that create and deliver value

ResourcesResources
Used to deliver the customer value
employees, customers, technologies,
products, facilities

Customer
Value
Proposition

Customer
Value
Proposition

What helps customers do an
important job better, easier, cheaper

Profit
Formula
Profit
Formula

Revenue model, cost structure that
generates profit and cash

ProcessesProcesses R&D, manufacturing, sales

Purpose

IncrementalIncremental
Improve current

performance
Reinvent business

model

TransformTransform
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4 more key questions

On reflection ……

1. Is the proposed acquisition strategically logical?
2. Are we acquiring to extend or transform?
3. Will it build management or other capabilities?
4. Is the combined company capable of delivering the anticipated 

results?
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Applying the framework -
valuation

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

Strategy Valuation IntegrationAssessment

Framework impact

HOW DO WE VALUE THE TARGET?
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Valuing the acquisition

The “right price” for an acquisition is not something that can be set 
by the seller or by a formula.

It can only be determined by the buyer since it depends on what 
purpose the acquisition will serve.
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Valuation, strategy and 
framework

Evolutionary
R

evolutionary

Strategy

Improve Current
Performance

Reinvent
Business 
Model

Goal Purpose

Costs
Prices

Decom-
moditize

Disrupt 
Market

Valuation

Impact
on your 
profits 
(easy to 
price)

Other 
disruptors
(difficult to 
value)
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Applying the framework -
integration

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

Strategy Valuation IntegrationAssessment

Framework impact

HOW DO WE INTEGRATE IT?
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Common approach – integrate 
based on size2

Flawed thinking to integrate on size



Best approach - integrate based on 
the model

Key 
Processes

Profit 
Formula

Customer 
Value 

Proposition

Key
Resources

Exceptionally difficult to plug these elements of 
your business model into an acquisition or vise 
versa.

Formulas and processes rarely survive 
integration

Processes are resistant to change because they 
result from the organizational learning
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Usually resources are easy to change and are 
transferable across organizations i.e. be integrated 
into an acquiring company
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Acquisition Strategy and 
Framework

Evolutionary
R

evolutionary

Strategy

Improve Current
Performance

Reinvent
Business 
Model

Goal Purpose

Costs
Prices

Decom-
moditize

Disrupt 
Market

Integration

Resources
– Fold in

Process Models 
– Keep separate

Standalone
Feed

Valuation

Impact
on profits
(easy to 
price)

Other 
disruptors
(difficult to 
value)
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The power of a pipeline

Sobey’s and Safeway Transaction

“Mergers and acquisitions are no different than real estate. Getting a 
sought-after asset with no auction, and doing it at a price that looks 
acceptable, is a coup.”

Globe and Mail June 18, 2013
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The tale of 2 pipelines3

72Closing

720Letter of intent

1050Initiate contact

20100Selection

160500Candidates

Composite US 
Equity Groups

Canadian
Distributor



Information - the path to deals

The path to deals is paved with information 

• Private deal-rich information is very valuable, and often costly

• Private knowledge (asymmetric information) is critical for 
creating M&A value

• Private information creates competitive advantage 

• Private knowledge has a shelf life (diffusion)

• Interesting facts lead to interesting deals
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Deal 
Pursuit

Finding the targets

Network Information

Feed Back

M&A 
Strategy

Feed Back
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Practical steps

Organizationally
– invest in information sources
– build a system to gather and store the information
– assign the responsibility to a senior executive
– develop strong filters

If your strategy is not secret
– tell people what you are looking for (be specific)
– announce your acquisitions
– develop an ongoing communication program

Proactively build a network

Identify a list of companies you would like to acquire
– research them
– develop a strategy to meet the owners and execute it
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Working with an investment 
banker

• Investment bankers accelerate pipeline growth
– invest heavily in information
– have extended networks of gatekeepers and river guides in many 

industries and geographies
– have know how to get private knowledge
– are able to gain access

• Investment bankers are an important part of any deal team and should be 
brought in as early as possible

• Buy-side investment bankers create great value in transactions

• Be open to buy-side finder fees for proprietary deal flow (all US equity 
groups actively seek out these relationships)
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Winning essentials and 
common pitfalls4

Due  Diligence

Adequate Committed Resources

Successful Acquisitions
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Successful acquisitions are built 
on a foundation of

1. An experienced team
2. Employing committed 

resources
3. To targets well tied to 

corporate strategy
4. Executing vigorous due 

diligence with
5. Flawless early and detailed 

integration plans

M&A is a process not an event



Strategize

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

• Organizational commitment 
• Committed resources
• Documented process
• Tied tightly to corporate strategy
• Well defined target decision criteria
• Led by a senior executive
• Board strategy approval
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Search

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

• Form the right team
• Focused on criteria
• Disciplined process
• Effective decision making
• Appoint deal owner 
• Appoint integration manager 
• Start integration planning when target 

identified – separate / fold in?
• Board approval to negotiate
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Structure

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

• Clear understanding of value drivers
• Rigorous assessment of impact on profits
• Documented assessment of valuation 

ranges
• Start integration process
• Optimal financing structure
• Intelligent due diligence
• Board deal approval
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Integration

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Closing

• Plan while in pursuit
• Eliminate uncertainty
• Drive the process
• Manage to preset deliverables
• Relentless monitoring and accountability

Integration planning
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Winning essentials and 
common pitfalls

Strategize Search Structure Integrate

Integration planning

Closing

• Organizational 
commitment 

• Committed 
resources

• Documented 
process

• Tied tightly to 
corp. strategy

• Well defined 
target decision 
criteria

• Led by a senior 
executive

• Board strategy 
approval

• Value drivers
• Impact on 

profits
• Valuation 

ranges
• Start integration 

process
• Financing 

structure
• Intelligent due 

diligence
• Board deal 

approval

• Plan while in 
pursuit

• Eliminate 
uncertainty

• Drive the 
process

• Manage to 
preset 
deliverables

• Relentless 
monitoring and 
accountability

• Form the right 
team

• Focus on criteria
• Disciplined 

process
• Effective decision 

making
• Appoint deal 

owner and 
integration 
manager 

• Start integration 
planning

• Board approval 
to negotiate
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Thank you for coming

Douglas Nix
Vice Chairman
Corporate Finance Associates
905-845-4340 x 211.
dnix@cfaw.ca


